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“Neda’s art is inspired by Persian poetry and Sufi philosophy. Her works reflect the images of the past,
the myths, the fluent stories that change shape with time and yet carry with them the unconscious
emotions affecting our daily life.
“Neda creates layers of colours and textures which reflect and refract the mythological, philosophical,
and emotional worlds of Sufi poets. Her paintings whether on canvas, paper or raw wood frequently
mix oil, acrylics, ink and other materials to create depth and complexity translated into simplicity as she
brings memories, myths and poetry together.
“Neda Dana-Haeri was born in Iran and has been living in England since 1977. She studied Psychology
and Fine Art and currently lives and works in London.”
Contemporary Art in the Middle East published by
Black Dog Publishing (2009)
“As a single light feather falls effortlessly and calmly through the green leaves to meet the blue colour of
the river passing by, it draws white lines as if painting the essence of memories, telling stories with an
eternal tune echoing through the air.
“ParAava aspires to bring in and spread out the echoes of the colours known and colours unseen… For a
moment when the waves of colour quiver and vibrate concealed shadows within us flying the hidden
bird with feathers spread out to paint the waiting dimensions.
“This is the art of Neda Dana-Haeri.”
http://paraava.com

